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THE CLOSED IDEALS OF SOME DIRICHLET
AND HYPO-DIRICHLET ALGEBRAS
ROBERT G. BLUMENTHAL
Abstract.
We characterize the closed ideals of (i) the Dirichlet
algebras discovered by A. Browder and J. Wermer and (ii) the hypoDirichlet algebras discovered recently by A. G. Brandstein. Our
results show that the class of closed ideals of each of these algebras
is surprisingly restricted.

We consider algebras of functions defined by means of singular maps.
A homeomorphism y> of one circle onto another of radius r is called
singular if f maps a Borel set of Lebesgue measure zero onto a set of
measure 2nr. If ATis a compact subset of C with boundary dK, we denote
by AK the subalgebra of C(dK) of all functions which admit continuous
extensions to K, analytic on the interior of K.
Let A={zeC:|z|^l},
the closed unit disc, T=dA, and A0=AA. Let
q be a singular homeomorphism of T onto itself. Define A0(q) = {feA0:

f°qeA0}. Then A is a Dirichlet algebra (i.e. Cl[Re A0(q)]=CR(T)) [3],
and a maximal closed subalgebra of A0 [1].
Theorem 1. I is a closed ideal of A0(q) if and only if there exist closed

ideals Ix and I2 of A0 such that I—{feIx:f°qeI2).
Suppose now that q°q=identity. Let T/q denote the quotient space of

T induced by q. Set AQ={feA9:foq=f}. The subalgebra of C(T/q)
induced by Aa is a Dirichlet algebra on T/q, as well as a maximal closed

subalgebra of C(T/q) [3].
Theorem 2.

/ is a closed ideal of AQif and only if there exists a closed

ideal J of A0 such that I=AaC\J.
Let r be the annulus {zeC:l^|z|^2},
let T'={zeC:\z\=2},
and let
B0=Ar. Letp be a singular homeomorphism of Tonto 7" which is orientation preserving. Define Bv={feB0:f(z)=f(p(z)),
all z in T). The
restriction of Bv to Tis a hypo-Dirichlet algebra (i.e. there exist/i, • " ,fn
in Bj, whose analytic extensions to T are never zero such that the real
vector space spanned by Re Bp and log \fx\, ■• • , log |/„| is dense in CR(T))

[2].
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Theorem 3.

/ is a closed ideal of Bp if and only if there exists a closed

ideal J of B0 such that I=BPC\J.
We identify the dual space C(X)* of C(X), X compact, with the space of
all complex, regular, Borel measures on X. If A is a subspace of C(X), A1

is the space of all /ieC(X)* such that $fdp=0

for each feA.

If A is a closed subalgebra of C(X) and / is a closed ideal of a subalgebra
of A, we let I[A] denote the closed ideal of A generated by the functions
in/.
Lemma 1. Let A and B be closed subalgebras containing 1 of C(X).
Suppose there exists a Borel subset E of X such that \v\(E) = \p\(X—E)=0
for every peA x, veBL. Iflx and I2 are closed ideals of A and B respectively,
then /[H/j is a closed ideal of A C\B, and all the closed ideals of Ar\B arise
in this way.

Proof.

Let / be a closed ideal of AnB. We shall show that 7=
Clearly I^I[A]nI[B].
To prove the reverse containment we
shall prove I1 £ (¡[A^IIB])1. Thus, let -nel1 and feI[A]r\I[B]. We have
to show jfdr)=0.
Since I[A]=C\(A-I) and I[B]=Cl(BI),
there exist sequences {#„}

I[A]r\I[B].

and {hn}, gneA-I, hneB-I, which converge uniformly to/. Since

\fdr¡ = Lim

J

n->oo Je

gndr¡ + Lim

n-x» Jx-E

hn dr¡

it suffices to show jE gn dr¡ and $X-e nn dr¡ are zero for each n.
Since gneA-I, g„=2r=i ar'r> where areA, and irel. Observe

irr¡e(AríB)±.
irr¡=pr

It is known that (ArlB)x=A±+BA-

+ vT, pTeAL,

Je

that

[3, p. 547]; hence

vTeBL. Then

g« dr¡ = 2 (

r=1 \Je

ardpr + \ ar dvr\ -%
Je

1

\ar dpr = 0.

r=1 J

Similarly ¡X_E hn dr¡=0. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1. If we set Al=A0°q-1={fiq-1:feA0},

then

A0(q)—A0r\Al where, as observed in [3], A0 and A\ satisfy the hypothesis
of Lemma 1. Since every closed ideal of A%has the form I2°q~x, where I2

is a closed ideal of A0, Theorem 1 follows.
Suppose next that A is a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing 1 and
that G is a group of homeomorphisms of X onto itself, such that figeA
for every feA, geG. For Ss C(X) set S a={feS:fig=f
for every geG}.
Lemma 2. Assume G is finite. Then if J is a closed ideal of A, JG is a
closed ideal of AG and every closed ideal of A G arises in this way.
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Let / be a closed ideal of AG. We will prove that

(1)

/=[C1C4-/)]G.

We show first
(2)

[C\(A-I)]0 = C\[(A-I)0].

For suppose that fe[Cl(A ■I)]G. Then there exists a sequence {/„},
fneA-I, which converges uniformly to/. Let Nbe equal to the order of G.

Then, if F^N-^tteafnOg,

Fne(A-I)G and Fn-^N-^eo

f°g=f.

Hence

feCL[(A-l)G],proving (2).
Since I^[Cl(A-I)]G,
in order to prove (1) it suffices to prove that
Z-'-S [Cl(,4 -I)]G. Thus if iqelx, we need only show (by (2)), that r¡ annihilates (A-I)G.

Let he(A-I)G,

where A=2r-i

ar'r> ar&A, irel. Since irr\eAr\

we have

\hdr¡=— (2 h og) dr¡= — 2 2 Or° g)'«V
di?

J

jV J Vg

/

N J gsG r=x

-*ÈM°'° 'H'" =0'

QED-

Proof of Theorem 2. Let G' be the two element group of homeomorphisms of Tgenerated by^ (so that AQ=(A0)G). If/is a closed ideal of
Ag, we obtain by means of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1

I = (I[A0(q)])G,= (I[A0] n I[Al])G. m (I[A0])o. n (I[Al])G.

= (/[¿„Do-= ^« n 'Mol-

Q-E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3. Define px:TVJT'^T\JT'
by px\T=p,px\T'=
p-1. Thenpx°px = identity, T(JT'/px may be identified with T, and if G"
denotes the two element group of homeomorphisms of TUT" on itself
generated by/»,, BV=BG.. Thus the proof of Theorem 3 is analogous to the
proof of Theorem 2. Q.E.D.
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